
Villa in Casares
Casares, Costa del Sol

€5,980,000
Ref: SP4562185

New villa in Finca Cortesin: A Vision of Luxury Living" This new listing in the prestigious Finca Cortesin Resort
unveils a luxury villa that redefines architectural excellence. Crafted by the renowned Vicens & Ramos architects, the
villa showcases a fusion of futuristic and nostalgic design, creating a unique and sophisticated living experience. Its
flowing lines and harmonious blend with the lush green surroundings set this property apart as a standout in Costa
del Sol luxury villas. The villa's ground floor encompasses a state-of-the-art kitchen, spacious living and dining areas,
and four exquisitely designed bedrooms, each radiating its own charm. The upper level captivates with a dome-like
entrance and an elegant bespoke spiral staircase, leading to a world of luxury and grandeur. L...
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Property Description

Location: Casares, Costa del Sol, Spain

New villa in Finca Cortesin: A Vision of Luxury Living"

This new listing in the prestigious Finca Cortesin Resort unveils a luxury villa that redefines
architectural excellence. Crafted by the renowned Vicens & Ramos architects, the villa showcases a
fusion of futuristic and nostalgic design, creating a unique and sophisticated living experience. Its
flowing lines and harmonious blend with the lush green surroundings set this property apart as a
standout in Costa del Sol luxury villas.

The villa's ground floor encompasses a state-of-the-art kitchen, spacious living and dining areas, and
four exquisitely designed bedrooms, each radiating its own charm. The upper level captivates with a
dome-like entrance and an elegant bespoke spiral staircase, leading to a world of luxury and
grandeur. Large windows and sliding glass doors fill the space with natural light, accentuating the
seamless indoor-outdoor connection.

The exterior is just as impressive, featuring an egg-shaped pool with tranquil light blue tiles,
surrounded by towering palm trees and lush grass, perfect for relaxation or hosting social gatherings.
The special terrace tiles add a distinctive touch, enhancing the villa's unique appeal.

Finca Cortesin is known for its serene atmosphere, making it an ideal location for buying a villa in
Finca Cortesin. The resort offers an array of amenities, from world-class golf courses, making it a
prime choice for golf villas in Finca Cortesin, to exquisite local dining and shopping options. The area
is characterized by its luxurious lifestyle and natural beauty, appealing to those seeking property
investment in Finca Cortesin.

The local demographic is diverse, welcoming families, professionals, and retirees alike, all drawn to
the exceptional lifestyle and atmosphere that Finca Cortesin offers. The natural environment is a
blend of coastal beauty and lush greenery, offering a tranquil retreat from the hustle and bustle.

In summary, this property is not just a luxury villa for sale in Finca Cortesin; it's a masterpiece of
design and luxury living in Finca Cortesin, offering an unrivaled lifestyle in one of Spain's most sought-
after locations.
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Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 4 Baths: 6

Type: Villa Area: 551 m2 Land Area: 2342 m2

Features: Fitted Wardrobes,
Private Terrace, Ensuite

Bathroom, Double Glazing

Setting: Frontline Golf / Close
To Shops / Close To Sea /
Close To Forest / Close To

Marina / Urbanisation

Orientation: West

Condition: Excellent Pool: Private
Climate Control: Air

Conditioning

Views: Mountain / Golf /
Garden / Pool / Street

Kitchen: Fully Fitted Garden: Private

Security: Gated Complex / Entry
Phone / 24 Hour Security

Parking: Private
Category: Golf / Holiday Homes

/ Luxury / Contemporary
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